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Abstrat. This paper introdues the basi steps to build a similarity-

based visualization tool for large image olletions. We build the simi-

larity metris based on human pereption. Psyhophysial experiments

have shown that human observers an reognize the gist of senes within

100 milliseonds (mse) by omprehending the global properties of an

image. Color also plays an important role in human rapid sene reogni-

tion. However, previous works often neglet olor features. We propose

new sene desriptors that preserve the information from oherent olor

regions, as well as the spatial layouts of senes. Experiments show that

our desriptors outperform existing state-of-the-art approahes. Given

the similarity metris, a hierarhial struture of an image olletion an

be built in a top-down manner. Representative images are hosen for

image lusters and visualized using a fore-direted graph.

1 Introdution

With the rapid development of ellphone ameras, storage devies and soial

media, apturing, saving and sharing images has beome muh more ommon.

Beause of this, the size of image olletions is growing rapidly both in terms of

absolute data size and the number of images being saved. For example, Flikr

is reported to ontain 5.26 billion publi photos, with approximately 2 million

photos uploaded eah day in 2015 [1℄. Instagram reports 95 million photos are

being posted daily [2℄. Even a personal gallery may ontain many thousands

of images. This makes it di�ult or impossible for users to retrieve images or

fully explore a large image olletion by visual inspetion. Therefore, we seek

an e�etive exploration tool that allows users to interatively and e�iently

browse and retrieve images from large olletions in ways that keep the images

organized. Although images are generally lassi�ed as objet images or sene

images, in this paper we fous on sene images.

Visualization is an e�etive way to ommuniate information through visual

imagery. Currently, there are few examples of visualization tools for large image

olletions. Most exploration tools manage images using labels like dates, events,

people and loations. Unfortunately, this method has numerous drawbaks. First,

users usually do not provide detailed labels, whih makes it di�ult to retrieve

images by keyword query when they are inomplete or unavailable. Seond, many

words are ambiguous. For example, if a user searhes on the label apple, it ould

be a fruit or a personal omputer.
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Reent works [3�5℄ have used similarity-based approahes to visualize large

image olletions. The images are grouped into lusters automatially based on

their visual distanes. There are two main issues: developing the metri of similar-

ity between images, and visualizing lusters. First, the omputational distanes

between images should be similar to their pereived di�erene. Many traditional

omputer vision approahes [6, 7℄ desribe images based on lower-level features

(e.g. textures and edge-based strutures). This an make them slow or inau-

rate. We want to design similarity metris by learning from human pereption.

Humans an understand the gist of a sene in a single glane, even if the image is

blurred, whih means people often reognize the ategories of images as a whole

without looking at signi�ant amounts of low-level detail [8℄. Reent works based

on global features like the �gist� of Oliva and Torralba [9℄ and the spatial pyra-

mid framework of Lazebnik et al. [10℄ have ahieved great performane both in

terms of auray and e�ieny. Seond, it is infeasible to display all the images

in lusters at one, so it is ruial to �nd appropriate ways to visualize lusters.

In this paper, we present the following novel ontributions: (1) a method to

proess sene desriptors in a way that preserves both olor information and

global sene properties; (2) an approah to onstrut highly ompat sene de-

sriptors; (3) an appliation of the Color Coherent Vetor (CCV) model [11℄

to preserve oherent olor region information, improving the performane of

the sene desriptors; (4) and lassi�ation experiments on both small and large

image datasets to statistially verify that our methods outperform existing state-

of-the-art approahes.

2 Bakground

Human observers an understand a variety of visual information from an image

and reognize its basi-level ategory within 100 mse [12℄. Instead of relying

entirely on omputer vision tehniques, there are potential advantages in learning

from human observers' pereptual proessing of images.

2.1 Human Pereption of Sene Gist

The experimental work of Greene and Oliva [13℄ has shown that in the early

pereption stages, observers an omprehend global properties of a sene (suh

as the mean depth of the sene and whether it is navigable or not) more easily

than lassifying them into basi-level ategories (e.g. mountains, rivers). This

result supports the user study [14℄ in whih seven global properties were hosen

to represent senes: openness, expansion, mean depth, temperature, transiene,

onealment and navigability. In the fast sene ategorization task, the perfor-

mane of human observers was indistinguishable from a Naive Bayes lassi�er

whose input was rankings for the seven properties. These results suggest global

properties are su�ient to represent the gist of a sene.

The role of olor in rapid reognition of sene gist is signi�ant. The experi-

ments of Oliva and Shyns [12℄ have shown that olor has an in�uene on reog-

nition tasks when the olor is related to the meaning or �diagnosti� of the sene
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ategories. The experimental study of Castelhano and Henderson [15℄ demon-

strated that gist ativation is a�eted by olor when the images are blurred.

The study also showed the reason olor expedites gist ativation is not beause

it helps in the segmentation proess, but beause it is diretly related to the

sene's gist.

2.2 Sene-entered Image Features

Many traditional sene reognition approahes are objet-entered. They build

hierarhial levels of features in a bottom-up manner [6, 7℄. The lower-level fea-

tures (e.g. olors and textures) are grouped into higher-level ones (e.g. regions

and objets).The semanti meanings of the senes are inferred from the highest-

level features.

However, reent sene-entered approahes [16, 9, 17℄ have shown that holis-

ti representations of images an be built diretly from low-level features. This

is beause there are regular and unique patterns of statistial distributions of

features in di�erent sene ategories. The global properties of a �gist� desrip-

tor [9℄ are estimated from a set of global feature templates that are e�etive to

represent images.

Di�erent from approahes based on the human pereption of sene gist, re-

lated researh [18, 10, 19℄ makes use of state-of-the-art omputer vision teh-

niques to build global features. Xiao et.al [18℄ identify several features as ker-

nels inluding histogram of oriented gradients, sale-invariant feature transform

(SIFT), olor histograms, et. The �all features� lassi�er that is based on a

weighted sum of these kernels is reported to have higher preision than any in-

dividual feature during sene lassi�ation. Alternatively, the spatial pyramid

framework [10℄ is a sophistiated method to summarize loal features. Images

are iteratively partitioned into sub-regions, and histograms of features are om-

puted loally in eah sub-region. Similar to the �gist� desriptor, this framework

preserves the spatial layouts of features and is widely used in sene lassi�ation.

2.3 Color-based Image Features

Color information plays an important role in sene reognition. A olor histogram

itself is not enough for omplex reognition tasks, but olor histograms with

geometri information have ahieved strong performane [20, 11, 21℄. The CCV

model [11℄ omputes histograms for oherent and inoherent pixels separately.

Pixels in large ontiguous regions are onsidered oherent while the remaining

pixels are inoherent.

2.4 Image Colletion Visualization

After the image features are extrated, pairwise distanes between images an

be omputed. The images are generally grouped into lusters using standard

methods like k-means based on their pairwise distanes. For example, Google
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Image Swirl [5℄ builds lusters of images based on visual similarity. An exemplar

is hosen from eah luster as a representative. The exemplars are visualized

using a balloon tree.

3 Similarity Metris

There are two important �ndings we an harness from human pereption. First,

global properties are su�ient for sene reognition and sene desriptors an

be built diretly from low-level features. Seond, olor information helps sene

reognition. State-of-the-art desriptors like �gist� [9℄ and histogram of oriented

gradients with a spatial pyramid framework (denoted HOG) [10℄ have preserved

the global features, but they only deal with graysale images. There are many

suggestions for olor desriptors, suh as RGB-SIFT [22℄ and HSV-SIFT [23℄.

They ompute SIFT desriptors in di�erent olor hannels separately, then stak

the feature vetors together. However, the size of those desriptors are several

times larger than the original ones, whih makes them less e�ient. In this paper,

we will present novel approahes to build ompat desriptors that preserve both

olor information and global properties.

Fig. 1. Pipeline of our approah. (ai, bi) is the olor feature for eah pixel. (g1, ..., gm)
is a global property desriptor. (c1, ..., cn) is a olor vetor. wg is the weight of global

property desriptor in feature ombination
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The pipeline of our approah is shown in Figure 1. The loal olor features

are extrated densely and then are quantized into �visual words� using the bag-

of-words model. An image is represented by a olor vetor omputed from the

frequenies of �visual words� in the spatial pyramid framework. The �nal de-

sriptor of an image is the weighted ombination of the olor vetor and a global

property desriptor (e.g. �gist� or HOG). The details are disussed in the setions

below.

3.1 Color Feature Extration

In the experiments of Oliva and Shyns [24℄, the (a, b) vetor of Lab olor spae
is used to represent olors based on two important Lab properties. First, the

luminane L is separated from the other two hannels, so (a, b) is invariant

to hanges of luminane in the sene. Seond, a and b represent olors along

two olor-opponent dimensions. The human visual system proesses olors along

similar dimensions. Additionally, the Eulidian distane between two (L, a, b)
vetors is similar to their pereived olor di�erene.

After onverting an image from RGB spae to Lab, eah pixel is desribed

by a (L, a, b) vetor. We disard L for lightness hange invariane and only use

the (a, b) vetor as the olor feature for eah pixel.

3.2 Feature Quantization and Image Representation

The loal olor features are quantized to n disrete olors using the bag-of-

words models desribed in [25℄. The loal features are randomly sampled from

the image olletion and are then grouped into n lusters using k-means. The n

luster enters are alled the �voabulary�. The �visual word�, or the quantized

values, of eah pixel in the image is the index of its nearest enter.

The CCV model [11℄ shows that splitting an image into oherent and ino-

herent regions ontributes to the improvement of image retrieval auray, whih

mathes the experimental results of Castelhano et al. [15℄ that shows olor re-

gions are related to human sene reognition. A pixel is oherent if it is in a

olor region whose size is greater than a threshold T . Given the total number of

pixels in an image N , the normalized threshold t is given by t = T
N
.

In order to di�erentiate oherent and inoherent pixels in our approah, we

update the visual word of eah inoherent pixel using

VWi = VWi + n (1)

Here, VWi is the visual word (whih is a salar value) of the i-th pixel in an

image and n is the length of the �voabulary�.

The spatial pyramid framework [10℄ is used to summarize the visual words.

This framework divides images into sub-bloks at di�erent levels and omputes

histograms within eah sub-blok. The histograms are staked together with

weights to generate a vetor to desribe the image. By applying Equation 1, it

is equivalent to staking histograms of oherent and inoherent pixels together
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in eah sub-blok. Therefore, the oherent and inoherent information does not

break the overall spatial layout of the spatial pyramid framework.

3.3 Feature Combination

In sene lassi�ation, the weighted ombination of multiple kernels an generate

better results if the weights are hosen properly. The weights of individual kernels

of the �all features� desriptor of Xiao et al. [18℄ are proportional to the fourth

power of their auray. Hou et al. [26℄ assigns higher weights to kernels with

high auray. Past researh has shown olor features alone annot ahieve high

auray. That is probably why olor information is often negleted. However,

the study of human pereption [12, 15℄ shows the importane of olor in sene

reognition. Instead of ombining a large number of di�erent features, we fous

on ombining olor and global features.

The kernel ombination method is designed for supervised learning, but we

want to apply our approah to unsupervised lustering of images so that the im-

age lusters an be onstruted more �exibly. Let G be a global feature desriptor

and C the omputed olor vetor desribed in above setions. The desriptor D

of an image is the weighted onatenation of G and C as shown in this equation:

D = CAT (wg ∗G, (1 − wg) ∗ C). (2)

Here, wg is the weight of the global-property desriptor. Suppose X and Y

are two sets of values (e.g. a olletion of visual words) and HX and HY are their

histograms that both have m bins. The histogram intersetion kernel between

HX and HY is given by the histogram intersetion funtion [27℄:

K(HX , HY ) =
m∑

i=1

min(HX(i), HY (i)). (3)

Suppose G is a desriptor built from histograms (e.g. HOG), andK(GX , GY )
is a kernel of feature G. Let K(CX , CY ) be a kernel of C, Kcom be the weighted

ombination of the kernel of G (weighted by wg) and C (weighted by wc), and

KD be a kernel of D. Then Kcom is:

Kcom = wg ∗K(GX , GY ) + wc ∗K(CX , CY ). (4)

If wc = (1-wg), KD is:

KD = K(CAT (wg ∗GX , wc ∗ CX), CAT (wg ∗GY , wc ∗ CY )). (5)

We an prove that Kcom equals KD given wc = (1-wg), whih illustrates that

onstruting the ombined feature D using Equation 2 is equivalent to weighted

kernel ombination if G is in the form of a histogram. A global feature desriptor

like �gist� is not built diretly from histograms, but it also summarizes low level

features. Therefore, Equation 2 works for other global feature desriptors like

�gist� as well.
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The desriptor D is onstruted in a very ompat way sine the voabulary

of C is usually small. For instane, for a two-level HOG desriptor with a 200-

word voabulary and two-level olor vetor C with an 8-word voabulary, the

length of the HOG desriptor is 1000 while the length of the D vetor is only

1080.

4 Experiments

We use sene lassi�ation experiments to evaluate the performane of our de-

sriptors. Sine the ategories of images in the database are labeled by observers,

the lassi�ation auray measures how di�erent the similarity metris are from

human-pereived visual distanes. The �rst part of the experiment is to �nd op-

timal values for wg (the weight of the global feature desriptor, denoted w for

simpliity) and t (the normalized threshold to split oherent and inoherent pix-

els). The seond goal is to ompare our algorithms with other state-of-the-art

approahes to sene lassi�ation. The �gist� [9℄ (denoted gist) and HOG [10℄

approahes are hosen for omparison.

There are two datasets used in the experiments. The �rst is the Eight Sene

Categories (8-sene) Dataset [9℄ with 2,688 olor images from eight outdoor

senes. The seond is the SUN397 [18℄ Dataset with 108,604 olor images from

397 ategories inluding indoor, outdoor natural and outdoor man-made senes.

There are at least 100 images in eah sene ategory in both datasets. The

1-vs-all SVMs were trained using samples from those two datasets.

As desribed above, the desriptor D ould be onstruted in multiple ways.

First, the CCV model ould be applied (denoted ccv) or not (denoted noccv).

Seond, the olor vetor C ould be ombined with di�erent global feature de-

sriptors. There are four possible types of desriptors: gist-ccv, gist-noccv, HOG-

ccv, and HOG-noccv.

4.1 Parameter Seletion

The optimal parameters of the above four desriptors were omputed from small

sampled image sets of a database. For the 8-sene database, 50 training and 50

test images were randomly hosen from eah ategory for eah trial. There were

20 trials in total. The sample size was about 30% of the database. For SUN397,

10% of the images were uniformly seleted to onstrut an image subset, then

�ve training and �ve test images were randomly hosen for eah ategory from

the subset for eah trial. Five trials were run. The size of samples for eah trial

was 3.65% of SUN397 database.

When the CCV model was not applied, w was the only parameter. There

were two parameters w and t when CCV was applied. As an example, in the

8-sene database, the lassi�ation auray of HOG-ccv and HOG-noccv with

hanges of w and t is shown Figure 2.

We simply hose the w and t assoiated with the highest average auray as

their optimal values (shown in Table 1). In eah ase, the �slope� of the auray
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Fig. 2. The average auray of di�erent desriptors with w and t hanging from zero

to one. Left: results of HOG-noccv desriptors. Right: results of HOG-ccv

Table 1. The optimal parameters for all desriptor in the 8-sene and SUN397 database

gist-noccv gist-ccv HOG-noccv HOG-ccv

8-sene w = 0.70 w = 0.55, t = 0.95 w= 0.95 w = 0.90, t =0.05

SUN397 w = 0.75 w= 0.70, t = 0.95 w = 0.80 w = 0.70, t = 0.95

was small near the optimal values. This suggested the auray of desriptors

was not sensitive to hanges in w or t.

4.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

The four ombined desriptors were ompared with gist and HOG respetively.

Given the optimal values of w and t, the experiments were run on the 8-sene

database (50 trials) and the SUN397 database (10 trials). In eah trial, 50 train-

ing and 50 test images were randomly seleted from eah ategory. All of the

desriptors used the same training and test images.

Fig. 3. The lassi�ation auray of di�erent desriptors in 8-Sene and SUN 397

database
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The average lassi�ation performanes are shown in Figure 3. For eah

database, we performed two groups of repeated measures one-way analysis of

variane (ANOVA) and post-ho tests to ompare the auray of G (HOG in

group one and gist in group two) with their ombined desriptors D (shown in

Table 2, inluding F-values). In both 8-sene and SUN397 database, the om-

bined desriptors D were all signi�antly more aurate than the original global

feature desriptors G alone. Additionally, there were no signi�ant di�erenes

between G-ccv and G-noccv in the 8-sene database, but gist-ccv was signi�-

antly more aurate than the gist-noccv while the auray of HOG-noccv was

signi�antly higher than HOG-ccv in SUN397. This suggested that the CCV

model worked well with gist-based desriptors (e.g. the �gist� [9℄), but not so

well with omputer-vision-based desriptors (e.g. HOG [10℄) in a large database.

Moreover, we found that gist-ccv performed onsistently better than gist-noccv

for every trial in SUN397, whih indiated that the olor oherent information

had a signi�ant in�uene on the improvement of lassi�ation auray when

ombined with gist-based desriptors.

Table 2. The pairwise omparisons among the auray of state-of-the-art desriptors

(i.e.gist and HOG, denoted G) and the ombined desriptors. The �rst two rows are

the results on the 8-Sene database and the last two rows are on the SUN397 database

Group G � G-ccv G � G-noccv G-ccv � G-noccv F

HOG8 -1.030, p<0.01 -0.900, p<0.01 0.130, p=0.702 F(2,48)=38.449,p<0.01

gist8 -1.080, p<0.01 -1.275, p<0.01 -0.195, p=0.403 F(2,48)=41.004,p<0.01

HOG397 -3.669, p<0.01 -3.962, p<0.01 -0.293, p<0.01 F(2,8)=1852.262,p<0.01

gist397 -1.967, p<0.01 -1.698, p<0.01 0.269, p<0.01 F(2,8)=435.452,p<0.01

5 Cluster Visualization

After the desriptors are omputed for every images in a dataset, the images

an be grouped into lusters using k-means. The visual distane between two

images is de�ned by the distane of their desriptors. A tree struture of lusters

is built in a top-down and breadth-�rst manner. Let Li be a set of lusters at

the i-th level. Starting from the entire dataset (L0), the dataset is divided into

k lusters (L1). Every luster in Li is split to onstrut Li+1. A luster annot

be split one its size is smaller than a ertain threshold. The proess terminates

when there are no more lusters to split. The number k of k-means lustering is

determined using the gap statisti method [28℄ or set by a user.

One image is hosen from eah luster to represent it. The seleted image

should be as similar to all other images as possible. The distanes of every pair

of images are omputed, and the image with the smallest average distane from

all other images is hosen as the representative.
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Fig. 4. The visualization of lusters at level one. The Dataset is the 8-sene database

To ahieve intuitive and aestheti visualization results, the distanes of im-

ages should be preserved and olusions should be avoided if possible. To ahieve

this, a fore-direted graph is employed. The visualization of lusters at level one

of the 8-sene database is shown in Figure 4. The on-sreen Eulidean distane

represents the visual di�erenes between images: farther apart for larger dissim-

ilarities. The overall distribution of images is uniform and relatively symmetri.

If the users want to see the details of a luster, they an expand (or �zoom

into�) it. Then, only the representative images of the sub-lusters of the expanded

luster will be shown. A slider bar on the top of the sreen shows the urrent

level of the lusters being displayed.

6 Conlusion

We have introdued the basi steps for onstruting a similarity-based large

image olletion visualization system based on gist-based similarity metris. In-

spired by the exeptional ability of humans to pereive senes, we designed global

feature desriptors that exploit olor informaiton. Our desriptors preserve the

information from oherent olor regions, as well as the spatial layouts of senes.

The olor features are ombined with sophistiated global property features in

a ompat way. Parameter seletion experiments were run on small sampled

images sets to �nd optimal parameters for our desriptors. The experimental
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results showed that our desriptors are insensitive to hanges in those param-

eters. Follow-on similarity experiments identi�ed our approahes as ahieving

signi�antly improved preision over state-of-the-art algorithms like �gist� [9℄

and HOG with spatial pyramid framework [10℄.

We have also introdued methods to build hierarhial strutures for im-

age olletions given our similarity metris, and have shown how to use these

hierarhies to visualize image lusters using fore-direted graphs.

We note that a single image may not be able to represent lusters with large

variane. It is better to synthesize representative images that are in aordane

with the users' impressions of lusters. This is left for future work.
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